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INTRODUCTION
ABOUT THIS MANUAL
This User's Manual explains the VVC software version 2.31.3.
WHAT THIS USER MANUAL DOES COVER
The VVC software is a tool to fast design circular voice coils for magneto-dynamic loudspeakers, this manual allows the user to quickly become
efficient with the user interface VVC software.

LICENSE AGREEMENT AND WARRANTY
THANKS
Thank you for purchasing your VVC software. We hope that your experiences using VVC will be both productive and satisfying.
SpeakerLAB’s WARRANTY
SpeakerLAB warrants to the original licensee that the disk(s) and or electronic key(s) on which the program is recorded will be free from defects in
materials and workmanship under normal use for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. If failure of the product components has
resulted from accident, abuse, or misapplication of the product, then SpeakerLAB or third-party licensors shall have no responsibility to replace the
disk(s) or key(s) under this limited warranty.
WARNINGS AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
SpeakerLAB will not assume liability for damage or injury due to user servicing or misuse of our product. SpeakerLAB will not assume liability for
the recovery of lost programs or data. The user must assume responsibility for the quality, performance and the fitness of SpeakerLAB software and
hardware for use in professional production activities. In addition to the foregoing, you should recognize that all complex software systems and their
documentation contain errors and omissions. SpeakerLAB, its distributors, and dealers shall not be responsible under any circumstances for providing
information on or corrections to errors and omissions discovered at any time in the product, whether or not they are aware of the errors or omissions.
SpeakerLAB does not recommend the use of this product in applications in which errors or omissions could result in loss of life, injury, or other
significant loss. You may not: (a) distribute copies of the program or the documentation to others, (b) lease, rent, grant sublicenses, or other rights to
the program, (c) provide use of the program in a computer service business, network, time-sharing multiple CPU, virtual machine or multiple users
arrangement without the prior written consent of SpeakerLAB, (d) translate or otherwise alter the program or related documentation without the prior
written consent of SpeakerLAB.
This license agreement shall be governed by the laws of the state of Italy and shall inure to the benefit of SpeakerLAB, its successors, administrators,
heirs and assigns or third-party licensors. For further detail of software license agreement read License.pdf file.
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT
SpeakerLAB provides detailed electronic manuals and on-line help within the program as the primary source for user information and assistance
regarding the use of this product. If these sources do not contain the answers to your questions, for technical problems, bug reports, or suggestions for
future software enhancements contact SpeakerLAB via any of the following methods:
website: www.speakerlab.it
e-mail: info@speakerlab.it
Technical support is free at this time; however, we reserve the right to charge for this service in the future as conditions, overhead, and support
personnel requirements dictate.

INSTALLATION
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
VVC software is a low intensive numerical application. VVC software requires a full 32 bit operating system and can be installed in any personal
computer with the following minimum system requirements:
• Pentium IV processor
• 500 MB RAM
• Mouse and Keyboard
• 300 MB free HDD space
• 800 x 600 min. resolution video adapters
• Microsoft Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1, 10
• Adobe Acrobat Reader
SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
• Delete all previous installations, included Demo Version
• Place the distribution CD into your CD-ROM drive
• If the CD does not AutoRun, locate and run the Virtual Voice Coil.exe file
• Follow the instructions on the screen
• After installation Shutdown and Restart OS
• Run VVC from relative link on desktop or from SpeakerLAB folder on Start Menu
• At first launch VVC create a code on desktop
• Send this code to the factory: copy or attach it in the e-mail info@speakerlab.it
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Wire Type specifications
NOTE: VVC always considers width and thickness of ribbon or square wires as reported on this page

Ribbon Wire Edge Wound

Thickness

Ribbon Wire Flat Wound

Width

Thickness

Width

.VVC files format, usually on path C:\Program Files (x86)\SpeakerLAB\Virtual Voice Coil\wire type
.VVC files can be edited with a simple text editor like Notepad.
Please consider the sheets supplied with the demo software as an example.
When you buy VVC you can ask for available sheets to SpeakerLAB, you can also ask for
wires sheets to your suppliers or add your own sheet.
There are two main sections related to Round Wire Conductor and Ribbon or Square Wire Conductor.
All wires on file will be calculated and compared.
Deleting the second section you can create a file with round wires only.
Deleting a first section, it’s mandatory to leave the last two pointers:
#
#

Ribbon Wire Edge Wound Format:

Ribbon Wire Flat Wound Format:

0.08x0.35
0.08x0.40
0.09x0.35
0.09x0.40

0.35x0.08
0.40x0.08
0.35x0.09
0.40x0.09

0.105
0.108
0.116
0.119

0.105
0.108
0.116
0.119

Square Wire

Thickness

Round Wire

Width

Diameter

SpeakerLAB Virtual Voice Coil Wire Sizes File
Dimensions in [mm]
Note: You can edit or duplicate this file, adding new wires or deleting wires.
It's not necessary to respect a particular order; VVC will compare and reorder all wires dimensions.
Round Wire Conductor:
Nominal Diameter
Max. Diameter
#
…
0.20
0.238
0.21
0.248
0.22
0.258
0.225
0.263
…
#
Ribbon or Square Wire Conductor:
Nominal ThicknessxWidth
#
…
0.08x0.35 0.105x0.41
0.08x0.40 0.108x0.46
0.09x0.35 0.116x0.41
0.09x0.40 0.119x0.46
…
#

Max. ThicknessxWidth

(or at least Max. Thickness only)

0.105
0.108
0.116
0.119
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INTERFACE OVERVIEW
TAB CONTROL

RESULTS (Yellow values)

DYNAMIC EFFICIENCY CHART
WIRE SIZE SELECTION
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INTERFACE OVERVIEW
Moving Assembly Weight
The PINK line represents the efficiency of the opposite wire
section. In this case the pink line is referred to ribbon wires; all
ribbon sizes are dimensionally reordered and compared to the
related round size.

Total mechanical moving mass of driver membrane + suspensions + other adhesives or resins
including air load, but excluding voice coil weight.
This value is necessary to calculate a correct value of the Dynamic Efficiency Chart.

Virtual Wire Length is the length used on driver Bxl calculus.
If all layers are connected in series Virtual Wire Length= Wire Length.

The DOTTED line represents the Packing Factor for each wire
wire.

The GREEN line represents Hold values. Useful to compare,
for example, different wire materials or geometries.

The DARK bar indicates the best calculated efficiency among all wires.

Wire Size Selection and Efficiency
Moving the red cursor you can select wire size from the direct Dynamic Efficiency Chart, considering a dinamic
variation of all output values keeping Target Re fixed.
By changing Target Nturns it acts on current Efficiency, modifying the selected bar value.
This chart represents the relative wire efficiency (dB-loss), calculated on all wire sizes and independently from the
loudspeaker acoustic structure. The Dynamic Efficiency Chart is valid for Under-hung magnetic topology designs,
while for Over-hung and Well-hung magnetic assembly it can offer some good information for the starting point of
the loudspeaker design, but it’s not appropriate for the final loudspeaker efficiency.
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Le: Voice Coil Inductance Le is the frequency independent part of voice coil inductance. It is a combination of self-inductance, mutual inductance and axial inductance that depending by
physical voice coil dimensions. Le calculus comprises elliptical integrals of the first and second kind. Le is considered as an 'air coil', assuming a uniform value for the magnetic permeability in
and around the coil space. The precision range is ±5%.



















IDmin: minimum voice coil inner diameter is the internal dimension of voice coil
ODmax: voice coil maximum outer diameter is the external dimension of voice coil
Packing Factor: it is the ratio between conductive wire area and total winding area. The Packing Factor includes Wire Porosity that is the ratio between conductive and insulated wire area. The
Packing Factor also includes the Wire Fill Factor that is the fraction of conducting area between wires. To increase round wire Packing Factor select Hexagonal geometric configuration.
Wire Volume: Wire nominal volume is useful to know for calculating Bxl with other simulation software.
VC Weight: Voice Coil Weight is the total weight of wire+former+glue+reinforcement tape+copper pads+exit leads+bonding+insulating films of wire. The precision range is ±8% of the value.

% of Stretch for the selected wire.
Elongation is due to stretching during winding, it depends by the wire
material, diameter, temperature and the load.
To reset at maximum values press "Set general tolerances" button.
All maximum values depend by voice coil dimension and are based on
IEC 60317 Standard, considering the maximum value wire can reaches for
high tension of voice coil production tool before the yield point.
Don't consider maximum values, please ask to your supplier for the right
value.
Common Stretch values usually are between 5% and 10%.
Particularly in the case of soft copper or aluminium and, more generally,
when a metal wire is stretched, before the yield point, microcrystals
within the material tend to rearrange and become less densely packed.
This behaviour develops not only a longitudinal resistivity, and thus an
increase of Re, but also a radial resistivity gradient in the voice coil wire.
The bulk resistivity increases on external side of wire diameter and this
effect is a current distribution towards the inside of voice coil turns, with
consequent reduction in the effective radius. This factor is considered on
Le calculus.

Nturns: total number of turns, calculated to obtain all selected parameters
Target Nturns: Target Turns Number is the total number of turns you can fine tune for the current winding, to reach a desired Winding Height, terminals position or
modify Re compensating leads dc resistance for example. Target NTurns acts on the selected wire and on its efficiency bar.
Target Turns Number is lower priority compared to Target Re, so an automatic reset of this value occurs when you modify: Wire, Wire Type, Wire Section, Wire
Material, Target Re, Former Geometry, Former ID, Former Thickness, Geometric Configuration, Layers, Layers Configuration.
Wire Length: total length of wire
Re: Electrical voice coil resistance (excluding input leads). This is the real value of Rdc, calculated using all input parameters.
Winding Height: height of winding
VC Weight: Voice Coil Weight is the total weight of wire, former, reinforcement tape, copper pads, exit leads, bonding and insulating films of wire. The precision
range is ±8% of the value.
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TAB CONTROL: Winding

WINDING
In the Winding TAB you can edit wire, geometric configuration, Re, layers number and connections
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Wire Section

Wire Type

Target Re

Geometric Configuration

Select external file for round, ribbon or
square wire. You can edit or create new
files with custom wire sizes

Electrical voice coil resistance
(excluding input leads) referred
to Temperature

Geometric Configuration in a multilayer
voice coil represents round wires position
among layers. Square configuration has the
worst Fill Factor and has the same value
for the Diamond Configuration (square
rotated 45 degrees).
Selecting Hexagonal Configuration, you
have the best Fill Factor, impacting on
Packing Factor.
Hexagonal Configuration considers a full
occupancy window, but in a real
productive condition the Fill Factor has a
lower value.

Round

Ribbon or Square

Ribbon or Square depends by the input dimensions
registered on the .VVC file. For example 0,05x0,25
mm is a ribbon wire, 0,25x0,25 mm is a square wire

Layers Number
Internal Layer

External Layer

Wire Material
Copper
Aluminium
Silver
Gold
Copper-Clad Aluminium Wire (standard type 15% copper cladding)
High-Tension Copper-Clad Aluminum Wire
Ultra High-Tension Copper-Clad Aluminum Wire

Insulation Class
Breakdown voltage depends on the thickness of the
insulation, which can be of 3 types (IEC 60317): Grades 1
(single), 2 (heavy) and 3 (triple). Higher grades have
thicker insulation and thus higher breakdown voltages
JIS 3202 has 4 types: Class 0, Class 1, Class 2 and Class
3. In this case lower grades have thicker insulation and
thus higher breakdown voltages

Temperature Index (ASTM D 2307)
O (90 °C)
A (105 °C)
E (120 °C) IEC
B (130 °C)
F (155 °C)
H (180 °C)
K (200 °C)
M (220 °C)
C (240 °C)
250 °C IEC
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) thermal classes of
insulation define the Temperature Index as the temperature of the wire where it has a
20,000 hour service life. At lower temperatures the service life of the wire is longer
(about a factor 2 for every 10 °C lower temperature)
ASTM D 2307: Standard Test Method for Thermal Endurance of Film-Insulated
Round Magnet Wire

Winding Verse
(top view)

Clock Wise

Counter Clock Wise

Glue Thickness
Is the average value of resin
thickness between support
and voice coil in addition to
the thickness of resin on
each layer of the voice coil
layers. This value influences
ODmax, Packing Factor and
voice coil Weight
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Open Layers Connection Configuration
Opening Series/Parallel Layers Connection Configuration is possible to
modify layers connections. You can work with this window open; all
modifications are updated on the main program. When Ext. Layer or Int.
Layer changes, connections selector resets to Series.

Connections selector
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TAB CONTROL: Former

FORMER
In the Former TAB you can edit the former geometry, material and size.
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Former Material
Aluminium
Anodized Aluminium
Black Anodized Aluminium
Black Kapton
Copper
Glass Fibre
Kapton
Kraft Paper
Nomex
Polyimide
Polyimide-Glass Composite
Titanium

Former Thickness
Voice Coil Former Thickness.
If zero, there is no former.

Former ID

Coil to Former Upper Edge

Voice Coil Former Inner Diameter.
Note: if the voice coil has internal layer(s) the
Former ID not represent inner voice coil
diameter (IDmin)

Coil to Former Upper Edge is the position of coil
referred to upper edge of former

Former H
Voice Coil Former Height. Former H must be > Winding
Height, otherwise this value became red signaling to modify
it.

Separation Space

Edge Below Coil

Space of support separation

Edge Below Coil is the resulting position of coil referred to
lower edge of former. Note: if this value became red it’s
suggested from various manufacturers to reduce Coil to
Former Upper Edge or increase Former H
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Former IDx
Voice Coil Former IDx (Inner Dimension x)

Former Geometry
Circular
Rectangular (commonly used for micro-speakers).

Former IDy
Voice Coil Former IDy (Inner Dimension y)

Former IDr
Voice Coil Former IDradius (Inner Radius)

Relative rectangular voice coil bounds:
Voice Coil y Minimum is the internal y dimension of voice coil.
Voice Coil xMinimum is the internal x dimension of voice coil.
Voice Coil y Maximum is the external y dimension of voice coil.
Voice Coil xMaximum is the external x dimension of voice coil.
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TAB CONTROL: Former +

FORMER+
In the Former+ TAB you can enable and edit the reinforcement tape,
vent holes and/or cuts on former
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Reinforcement Tape Material
Kraft Paper
Black Kraft Paper
Red Kraft Paper
Senka Paper
Black Senka
Blue Senka
Green Senka
Red Senka
TKB
Nomex 411
Green Nomex 411
Nomex 410
Green Nomex 410
Spunlace Nomex
Black Spunlace Nomex
Glass Fiber
Black Glass Fiber
Aluminium
Polyimide
Cequin
Tufquin
Micro-Holes Kraft Paper

Enable/Disable relative box

Reinforcement Tape Thickness

Reinforcement Tape Height

Ref
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Enable/Disable relative box
Holes Number
Vent holes number on former, placed on equal distance

Hole Ø

Hole Position

Vent hole diameter. This value must be < of the Coil to Former
Upper Edge. Max value is dynamic settled

Vent hole position is the distance between former upper edge and hole centre.
The range of values are automatic settled and depends by other dimensions
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Enable/Disable relative box

Cuts Number
Number of cuts on the bottom side of former,
placed on equal distance

Cuts Height
Cuts Width
Width of cuts. Max value is dynamic settled

Cut height is the distance between former bottom
edge and top of cut. The range of values are
automatic settled and depends by other
dimensions
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TAB CONTROL: Exit Leads

EXIT LEADS
In the Exit Leads TAB you can edit the exit leads material and size
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Total Leads Length

Leads Material

Leads Section

Total exit leads length

Beryllium bronze
Copper
Copper/Silver

Ribbon Wire Leads

Round Wire Leads

Leads Width

Tinned Leads Length

Lead Thickness

Total exit leads width for ribbon wire

Tinned Leads Height is the naked part of wire,
without insulating and bonding films.

Thickness of ribbon exit lead, comprising insulation.

or Diameter for round wire
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Calculated values of Re on Leads and ODMax
on Leads. To the value of ODmax are added the
values of leads, insulation lead and solder joint

Insulation Tape Length
Insulation Lead length. With ribbon wire lead the
insulation is a tape.

Leads position

Insulation Tape Width

Insulation Tape Thickness

Aperture Angle of Leads Position

Insulation Lead Width for ribbon wire

Thickness of tape to isolate exit leads. Insert 0 mm
to exclude tape.

or Diameter for round wire
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TAB CONTROL: Copper Pads

COPPER PADS
In the Copper Pads TAB you can enable and edit pad size and position
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Enable/Disable relative box
Solder Bottom Edge to Winding

Copper Pad Height

Solder Bottom Edge to Winding is the bottom
position of solder pad referred to upper edge of
winding

Copper Pad Height is the height of copper pad

Copper Pad Thickness

Copper Pad Width

Solder Joint Thickness (Lead)

Copper Pad Thickness is the thickness of copper
pad. This value is added to ODmax

Copper Pad Width is the width of copper pad

Is the thickness of material to solder the output
leads on wire. This value is added to ODmax.
Only in case of 180° leads this value is doubled.
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TAB CONTROL: Conditions & Notes

Burning Condition

Notes

Burning Temperature is the temperature of voice coil burning condition.
Burning Time is the duration of voice coil burning condition.

Red mark on the positive side
Use high temp. solder (96.5%Sn, 3.5%Ag) to welding wire to the exit leads
Wire Insulation according to ASTM D 3032 – 04
General Tolerance according to ISO IT11
Wire according to IEC 60317










Final Test
Test Voltage
Test Frequency
Test Time
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TAB CONTROL: Tools







OPEN
 PROJECT
Selecting a saved project

SET GENERAL TOLERANCES
 general tolerances and resetting stretch to maximum
Setting
standard values; all typed tolerances or stretch will be
deleted


SAVE
It saves the project, leaving blank name it saves as default
for
the next VVC execution

PRINT
HTML printing of the project

EXIT

Program saves as default status and then exit






CLOSE WINDOW
Program exits without saving
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